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Abstract-In this paper, a fully automatic slice-based 3D 

segmentation method is proposed to segment the sequence of the 

TRUS prostate images. The initial contour was generated on an 

initial frame of a stack of 2D ultrasound images acquired for each 

subject. This initial frame and the initial prostate boundary on this 

frame were automatically determined based on the radial bas

relief method. Then a region-based level set framework was 

applied to deform the initial contour using the approximate and 

detailed coefficients generated using dyadic wavelet transform. 

Finally, the segmented contour on initial frame is propagated to 

the adjacent frames as initial contour until all the frames are 

segmented. 50 transverse prostate images from three patients were 

segmented using the proposed algorith m for validation. The 

average mean absolute difference (MAD) between the contour 

segmented using the proposed algorithm and the manually 

outlined contour is less than 5 pixels. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Prostate cancer is the second most common cancer 
worldwide for males, with an estimated 1.1 million new cases 
diagnosed in 2012 [1] Prostate cancer is curable if detected at an 
early stage and treatments can be effective even at a later stage 
of the disease. The knowledge of prostate location and volume 
plays an important role in the planning of therapies and 
treatments. For example, prostate brachytherapy delivers a high 
radioactive dose to a localized region and minimizes the side
effects to the adjacent structures. To plan the radioactive dose, 
the prostate is scanned by transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) to 
obtain volume and shape information of the prostate [2]. 
Traditionally, an expert manually outlines the prostate 
boundaries in these cross-sectional TRUS images. However, 
manual segmentation of the prostate in ultrasound images is 
tedious and time consuming. Therefore, a reliable and accurate 
method to detect the prostate boundaries in ultrasound images is 
required. This has led to the development of a num?er of 
automatic or semi-automatic methods for segmentatIOn of 
prostate boundary in ultrasound images. 

Radial bas-relief (RBR) method [3] proposed by Liu et al. 
extracted prostate tissue information using the negative version 
of the prostate, which was then zoomed and superimposed with 
original TRUS image. However, this method only generates an 
edge map without segmenting the boundary. Chiu [4], et al. 
presented a semi-automatic segmentation algorithm in which 
four user-defmed points were used to generate initial contour, 
which was refined by a discrete dynamic contour (DDC) model 
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driven by the force fields related to the approximate and detailed 
coefficients generated by the dyadic spline wavelet transform. 
The drawback of this method is its dependence on the four user
defined points, the identification of which is operator-dependent 
and tedious. Supervised machine learning methods have also 
been used in segmenting the prostate from TRUS images. 
Akbari et at. [5] developed a semi-automated solution using 
wavelet support vector machines, which consists of a set of 
wavelet transforms for extraction of prostate texture features and 
a kernel-based support vector machine to classify the textures. 
However, since the textural features are subject-specific, 
selection of kernel function parameters and is time-consuming 
and prone to variability. 

While significant efforts have been made to minimize 
manual interventions, fully automatic and computationally 
efficient segmentation method of TRUS prostate images is less 
explored. In this paper, we propose a fully automatic and 
computational efficient method without a prior training step. 
The initial contour is generated on an initial frame of a sequence 
of contiguous 2D TRUS images acquired for each subject. This 
initial frame and the initial prostate boundary on this frame were 
determined using a novel method based on the radial bas-relief 
method [3]. To overcome region inhomogeneity and attenuatio�, 
the approximate coefficients were generated by the dyadIC 
wavelet transform (DWT) [6] were used to smoothen the 
original image. A shape tracking method i� introduced. to 
optimize the initial contour based on the approxunate coeffiCIent 
energy field. The resulting contour was further deformed by a 
curve evolution method that was driven by the gradient modulus 
wavelet coefficient energy field. Both shape tracking and curve 
evolution are implemented using local region based level set 
framework. The refmed boundary on the initial frame was 
propagated and deformed on adjacent frames. Propagation 
continues until all TRUS image slices of a subject have been 
segmented. 

II. METHODES 

A. Initial contour extraction 
The radial bas-relief method described in detail in [3] was 

applied to extract initial contour. Briefly, the approach is 
described as: 

b(x,y) = a(x,y) - a(min) (1) 

where a(x,y) represents every pixel value. a(min) is the 
minimum pixel intensity within the original image, The second 
step is RBR processing, which can be described as: 



c(x,y) = b(x,y) + 255 - b(kx, ky) 

c(x ) = 
f 0, if c(x,y) > 255 ,y tc(x,y), if c(x,y) � 255 

(2) 

(3) 

where k is enlarge scale (k=1.09), which is the best estimate of 
the prostate boundary to transrectal scans. Then the pixel value 
of 2 is used as the threshold to binaries the image. After that, 
morphological image operation is used to smooth the pattern 
area: 

x e BS = nbEBx - b = (z E E: Bz C 0) (4) 

X EB BS = UbEBX - b = (z E E: Bz () X*" 0) (5) 

where B is a rectangular structuring element, BS = {-b: b E B} 
represents symmetric set of B with respect to the origin (0,0). 
After that the prostate area is labelled by selecting area greater 
than 1 % of the value of region interest. 

One slice of original prostate TRUS and its binary RBR 
result are shown in (Fig. 1) respectively. Due to the speckle 

�roperty of ultrasound image and shadows from surrounding 
tIssues, the prostate is poorly shown in the center of Fig. l(a). 
Note that although RBR method can get a coarse prostate pattern 
shown in Fig. l(b) without manual intervention, the RBR result 
is not real prostate boundary, since it has only some jagged 
pattern to represent the prostate. Therefore, we refine the initial 
contour in consideration of a set of binary RBR results from 
continuous frames. First, the sum of segmented RBR results is 
obtained shown as (Fig. 2(a)). There are totally 15 frames in this 
prostate TRUS sequence, therefore the maximum value of the 
gray scale bar in Fig.2 (a) is 15. Here we regard the total number 
of the frames as an initial threshold do = 15. The pixel value 
representing the sum of segmented RBR results is denoted by Si. 
i is the iteration time. Then the iteration is taken to binaries Si 
with initial threshold. The result is denoted as Bi. As for each 
time iteration, the threshold decreases until there is a hole whose 
area exceeds 400 pixels can be detected in the center of binary 
image shown as the yellow area in Fig. 2(b), this procedure can 
be described as (6) and (7): 

B. 
= 

fO, if Si > di 
! b, else i = 0,1,23 . . .  do (6) 

di+1 = di - 1 i = 0,1,2,3 . . .  do (7) 

Now the band area connected to the hole can be extracted 
which is shown as Fig 2. (c). It can be seen that the misleadin� 
feature around the prostate is minimized, also the prostate is now 
surrounded by a closed band area. To balance the shape 
information between the inside and outside boundary of the 

(a) (b) 

Fig. I. Original prostate and their respective result of RBR. 

band area which are shown as the solid green contour and red 
contour respectively in Fig. 2(d), we further extract the middle 
blue contour as initial contour. It can be obtained by sampling 
20 points evenly on the inside boundary first, then the 
corresponding red star points on the outside contour are 
determined by finding the minimum distance from the green 
points to the outside boundary. After that the coordinates of blue 
star points are calculated as: 

Xs(i) = [ XG(i) + XR(i) ] / 2 

Ys(i) = [ Y G(i) + Y R(i) ] /2 

i = 1, 2, 3 . . .  20 

i = 1, 2, 3 . . .  20 

(8) 

(9) 

where ( Xs(i). Y s(i) ), ( XG(i), Y G(i) ) and ( XR(i), Y R(i) ) represent 
the coordinates of the corresponding blue, green, red star points 
with the index number of i. 

The blue stars are used as initial vertices to create initial 
contour represented by the blue solid line in Fig. 2( d) to segment 
the prostate. The threshold di when the hole is detected is 
regarded as the index number of the frame to apply the auto
segmentation firstly. For example, if di = 6, the initial contour 
will be applied on the 6th frame firstly to do this auto
segmentation. The procedure is like that passing the result on 6th 
frame as initial contour to its adjacent two frames to do the 
segmentation again, until the segmentation is completed from 
the initial frame to both ends of the sequence. 

B. Approximate coefficients energy field 
Considering the speckled feature of the TRUS image, the 

energy fields with the property of translation-invariant property 
were created by the Mallat's dyadic wavelet transform [6] to 
separate the prostate region from other tissue. The idea is that in 
a two-dimensional digital image larger scale approximation aj is 
defined by: 

aj [m, n] = Azjf (m, n) =<f (x, y), <Pzj (x - m, y - n) (10) 

The wavelet coefficient proportional to the gradient vector 
of the scale-2J approximation is defmed by 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 2. The procedure of initial contour extraction 



where f (m, n) and f (x, y) represent the digital and continuous 
function respectively. Wz1J(m, n) represents the wavelet 
transform of f at 2j scale. 

In the proposed algorithm, we used approximate coefficients 
ai as the fIrst energy fIeld to track the prostate shape on each 
frame. Then the modulus of the two sets of wavelet coefficients 
was used as the second energy fIeld to do curve evolution. 
SpecifIcally, the TRUS image at scale 2k�4 is decomposed into a 
scale-2j�5 approximation plus two sets of wavelet coeffIcients 
that are proportional to the gradient vector of the scale-2k�4 
approximation. The prostate TRUS image smoothed at scale 2j�5 
using the quadratic spline family is shown as Fig. 3(a), and the 
modulus of the two sets of wavelet coeffIcients at scale 2k�4 is 
shown as Fig. 3(b). 

C. Shape tracking 
To overcome the shadows or misleading edge around 

prostate, the initial contour derived from RBR method is used as 
the shape prior in this automatic segmentation method. Shape 
prior is a widely used method to handle the segmentation 
troubles caused by high level noise, edge missing and complex 
background [7]. To track the prostate boundary accurately, fust 
we register the shape of initial contour onto the target in the 
approximate coeffIcient fIelds shown in Fig. 3(a) which is 
derived from dyadic wavelet transform. The registration of the 
initial contour is regarded as a rigid coordinate transform 
problem. Since traditional region-based method has a 
requirement that the intensity should be uniform for one region 
[8], which may not be true in the prostate TRUS image. Here the 
registration of the initial contour is solved by minimizing a local 
region-based energy. Shape prior combined with local region 
based level set framework is implemented in this algorithm 
similar to the method proposed in [9]. First, pose parameters 
need to be estimated. In the rigid coordinate transformation, a 
point c to a new point c* is described as [lO]: 

c* = aRc + T (12) 

R(e) = Ic�s(e) 
Sill ( e) 

-Sin(e) 1 
cos(e) (13) 

where a is scalar factor, R(S) is rotation matrix, S is the rotation 
angle, T is translation vector. To obtain optimal values of a, S, 
T, we minimize the following local region-based energy 
[11][12] using stander gradient descent method: 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. Energy fields derived from dyadic wavelet transformation. (a) An 
ultrasound prostate image smoothed at a scale of 25 (b) The modulus of 

the two sets of wavelet coefficients. 

Eshape(a, 8, T) = f (I - Uin)2dX + 
inside( C�.9.T) 

foutside(C�.9.T
P - Uout)2dX + A.length( C�,Ii,T) (14) 

where C�,Ii,T indicates the initial contour or prior shape after the 
rigid transformation. I represents the approximate coeffIcient 
energy fIeld. A is a constant to regularize the curve length. Uin 
and UOU! are the intensity mean of the approximate coeffIcients 
energy fIeld inside and outside the contour. They are defIned 
as: 

ICinside H(<P(Y;X)/(Y»dY 
Uin(X) = 

ICinside H(<P(Y;X)dY 

Ic . H( <P(Y;X)/(Y) )dY 
U (X) - --",ou!"' t""' sl"" de"--____ _ out - 1: . H(<P(Y;X)dY Coutslde 

(15) 

(16) 

where X is the current position coordinate. Y is the integration 
variable, and CP(Y; X) indicates a local region at X. H is the 
Heaviside function. To detect shape variations that cannot be 
captured by rigid transform, the result is further improved based 
on the local region segmentation again and constrained the 
evolution with the result of shape tracking. The energy of the 
curve evolution is defIned as [11] : 

Ecurve(C) = Eregion(C) + il �c d2(C, C�,8,T) IC'(p) l dp(2) 

where C(P), pE [0,1] represents a contour. d (C, C�,8,T) indicates 
the distance from a point on C to the registered prior shapeC�,8,T' 
Eregion (C) represents the local region intensity of the gradient 
modulus coefficient fIeld along the contour C. The second 
energy term evaluates the similarity between the interested 
contour and the registered initial shape. The energy (17) is 
minimized with Euler Lagrange equation as [8]. 

III. RESUL TS 

Segmentation results on six adjacent prostate slices are 
shown in (Fig. 3). The cyan solid curve is the result of the 
proposed algorithm. The red dashed curve is given by the expert 
observer. It can be noted that the segmentation result obtained 
by this proposed method and manual segmentation result from 
expert observer nearly coincide with each other, indicating that 
this automatic algorithm provided a reliable means to estimate 
the boundary of prostate. 

Finally, a quantitative evaluation of the proposed algorithm 
on 50 slices from 3 patients is given by fIve evaluating the 
algorithms in terms of the mean absolute difference (MAD), the 
maximum difference (MAXD), the percentage of the vertices 
from which the distances to the manual contour (PC) less than 8 
pixels, area-based metrics the percent area overlap (AO) and 
area difference (AD). Fig. 4 gives the comparison between the 
automatic segmentation results and manual result provided by 
experts on six successive prostate TRUS images. It can be noted 
that the prostate area was slightly underestimated by the 
algorithm compared with the manual results. This 
underestimation was caused by the shrinkage effect of the 
smoothness effect of the energy fIeld, especially when the 
prostate boundary was not sharp enough. 



(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (t) 
Fig. 4. Segmentation results on six sucessive prostate slices. The cyan 

solid curve is the result of the proposed algorithm. The red dashed curve is 
give by the expert oberserver. 

TABLE T. THE MAD, MA)ID, PC, AD AND AO FOR SIX ADJACENT 
SAMPLE IMAGES PLOTTED IN FIGURE 4. AND THE AVERAGE AND THE 

STANDARD DEVIA nON OF THE SAME PARAMETERS CALCULATED FOR EVERY 
PATIENTS AND ENTIRE 50 IMAGES 

Name of evaluation algorithm 
MADj MAXDj PC AD AO 
(pixels) (pixels) (%) (%) (%) 

Image1 5.64 16.77 77.78 8.79 89.30 

Image2 4.19 11.13 83.33 5.42 91.62 

Image3 4.81 15.09 86.11 8.10 90.82 

Image4 4.32 12.64 93.75 8.09 90.89 

Image5 3.84 10.35 92.59 5.49 92.28 

Image6 4.44 10.69 87.10 7.13 91.53 

Patient1 
4.77 14.21 84.47 7.42 90.55 

(0.68) (2.92) (6.19) (2.20) (1.47) 

Patient2 
4.83 12.44 80.92 7.38 89.89 

(1.51) (3.58) (15.31) (3.52) (3.72) 

Patient3 
5.17 14.93 82.53 10.36 87.25 

( 1.56) (5.l7) (13.00) (4.09) (3.70) 

Average 
4.91 13.69 82.44 8.27 89.31 

(1.32) (4.02) (\2.41) (3.58) (3.44) 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a fully automatic method is proposed to 
segment sequences of contiguous TRUS prostate images from 
three subjects. Initial contour is generated using the radial bas 
relief method. The initial contour was refined using a shape 
tracking method before a curve evolution algorithm was used for 
final local refinement. 50 images from 3 subjects were 
segmented using this algorithm for validation. The average time 
for our algorithm to segment a single 2D TRUS slice was about 
2.5s when implemented using MA TLAB on a personal 
computer with an Intel(R) i5 CPU 2.6 GHz and 4 GB of RAM. 
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